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The Major Meets His Match Jun 27 2019 The major must wed Wastrel, rebel, layabout…just a few of the names
Lord Becconsall has hidden his quick intellect and sharp wit behind over the years. Recently titled, ex-military and
required to wed, Jack views ton ladies with a cynical eye… Until he falls upon—quite literally—Lady Harriet
Inskip. After years of being overlooked, Harriet cannot believe that Lord Becconsall is the only person to truly see
her. But between his taunts and her fiery disposition, it's soon clear that the major has finally met his match! Brides
for Bachelors Eligible rakes walk down the aisle!
Finding His Way Home Feb 13 2021 LINCOLN CAMERON WAS THE MAN OF VAL'S TEENAGED
DREAMS. MAGNETIC. HANDSOME. Too many years her senior. A decade later, Val thought she'd left her
privileged Los Angeles life and Lincoln behind for good. So when the big-shot editor arrived in her sleepy upstate
New York town, as out of place as a palm tree in the snow, the single mom couldn't believe it. He spoke of family
secrets and of choices that needed to be made, and soon. But Val couldn't help asking why Linc had really come
looking for her. Why wouldn't he leave? And why didn't Val want him to go?
How the Tin Man Found His Brain Feb 02 2020 ""Will I ever be normal again?" That was the question. The First
Light had occurred. It had happened... Some years ago, a gentleman was referred to me for consultation. It was
unclear what kind of strategy this man was looking to develop, or why he was referred to me. He seemed vague and
perhaps a bit confused. I should say, that some of the work I was engaged in at that time was "decision strategy
innovation": an approach to professional and personal problem solving which incorporates multiple functions of
conscious resources. Simply put, it involves the intuitive/inspired, rational and creative forms of thinking being
utilized in concert, using subjectively and emotional intelligence." As Mr. Humphries points out via Alice Hoffman,
"Once you know some things, you can't unknow them." In other words, learning creates inner change. Within these
pages you will find what has been described as many "nuggets that require further digestion," as Ms. Debney Shaw
takes you on a personal journey toward enhancing your decision strategies , using methods designed to bring out
innovation.
Love Always Finds Its Way: Love Knows No Bounds Book 2 Oct 24 2021 Ryan Foster had lived his life completely
focused, dedicated to two things...his studies and football, but from the moment he arrived at Harvard his life had
changed forever. Through his roommate Aaron he had met both Aaron’s cousin Delaney and her best friend Jaylee,
and in that moment Ryan knew two things...Laney was truly his kindred spirit and Jaylee was the love of his life.
But could he be both things to both women? And would the love he’d found with Jaylee survive the scrutiny of his
jaded twin sister Felicity? Or would the secrets of their childhood in Oklahoma cost him everything that mattered
most?
Lincoln: Finding His Mark Apr 17 2021 A former Ranger determined to take down a criminal. An eyewitness to a
gruesome murder. And the mark they make on each other's lives. Illegal weapons, vicious killings, and art heists are
just the beginning of the crimes Lincoln Winters is about to solve. Hot on the trail of perilous criminals, he comes
face to face with the stunning and feisty HR manager of a company possibly embroiled in it all. Suspect or victim?
Lincoln will do whatever it takes to uncover the truth. Witnessing a murder turns Skye Sommers' dream job into a
nightmare. Now, she's a suspect, but she could easily be the next victim. Her only hope is to trust the sexy Ranger
determined to protect her. Together, can they find their mark before it's too late?

STEVO FINDS HIS DESTINY Sep 03 2022 New Orleans - 1917 Stevo Markovich is a successful hotelier
surrounded by friends and family who have formed a tight-knit community. This includes the Croatian restaurant
across the street, Little Zagreb, owned by his best friend, Tomo. The world around them, like their personal lives, is
changing quickly. War in Europe, a measles epidemic, and personal tragedy cause this group to do what they have
always done, come to each other’s aid. Times of strife not only reveal character, they reveal surprising new
relationships. What is the destiny Stevo finds?
Ebbé Finds His Heart Nov 05 2022 Ebbé is a young troll who sets off on a journey to find his future. He first meets
and rescues Freefall, a baby falcon that has fallen from his nest. Unwilling to leave little Falcon all alone, Ebbé
invites him to join on the journey. Next, they come upon Nibblets, a baby lemming who was separated from his
family while running from danger. Nibblets tags along, too. The three friends grow to trust each other as their travel
continues, and soon, they meet two dragonflies, Pinwheel and Hoverine. Lucky for Freefall, these winged characters
teach him how to soar and even the fine art of loop-de-loops, dragonfly style! Their adventure takes a thrilling turn
as Ebbé and friends enter the mysterious, magical North Forest filled with faeries. For all of us seekers like Ebbé, the
future is a brightly wrapped present just waiting to be opened. Ebbé Finds His Heart is a coming of age story as a
young troll discovers the importance of friendship and how to believe in himself. It’s also a coloring book, so
children can create Ebbé’s world in their own imagination, with more Ebbé books to come!
The Rancher Meets His Match Jun 07 2020 For the hardworking folks of Morgantown, home really is where the
heart is. But sometimes it takes leaving for a while to figure that out . . . Kaiden Miller may be the family jokester,
but he takes his work on their ranch very seriously. And as a sought-after master carpenter to boot, he’s busier than
ever. Still, when he’s asked to renovate the neighboring ranch, he’s more than willing. The owner, Juan Garcia, is
ailing, and Kaiden expects to find the property pretty run down. He doesn’t expect to find his old nemesis—Juan’s
daughter, Julia—overseeing his work . . . Julia’s not sure why Kaiden never liked her. But if working with him
makes life easier for her father, so be it. Yet to her surprise, not only is Kaiden great with her father, he’s great with
her too. As the weeks pass, it becomes harder to ignore their simmering attraction. And when Julia’s boss turns up
with a sweet deal, both she and Kaiden will have to decide where their loyalties—and their hearts—lie . . . Praise for
The Rancher’s Redemption “Readers will be gratified by this feel-good love story.” —Publishers Weekly “Those
who love family drama, redemption stories, and satisfying romance all rolled into one will want this title.” —Library
Journal
The Marine Finds His Family Dec 26 2021 "Category: romance with more"--P. [4] of cover.
Gang of One: One Man's Incredible Battle to Find his Missing Daughter Dec 14 2020 GANG OF ONE is the
remarkable true story of one man's journey from a Glasgow orphanage to a notorious gang-infested prison in Texas.
Driven by his desire to return to his son in England and haunted by the increasingly frustrating search for his missing
daughter, Gary Mulgrew attempts the impossible task of surviving the prison's gang culture. Told with wit and
humanity, GANG OF ONE shows a man constantly confronted by the moral and physical challenges of prison life,
where everyone is encouraged to turn their back and 'see nuthin''. Gary's choice - to walk away and let a man die, or
intervene and lose the chance to get home - makes GANG OF ONE a book as unforgettable as it is enthralling.
The Medic Finds His Home [Rescue for Hire West 8] Jul 01 2022 [Siren Publishing: The Bellann Summer ManLove
Collection: Erotic Alternative Contemporary Romantic Suspense, M/M, HEA] Medic Reese Palmer has been called
the heart of Rescue for Hire West. His wisdom has touched every member of the team. The weight of loneliness,
responsibilities, and a rescue gone wrong send him to the edge of burnout. Needing a vacation, Reese takes off, but
an accident changes everything. He wakes up lost and alone in a world he no longer understands. Ex-detective, now
hotdog vendor, Lee Sanchez has been watching the tall, injured homeless man. Intrigued, he offers him a hotdog.
Attraction and desire urge these two to bond, but unknown facts keep them apart. The team from Rescue for Hire
West will need to use all of their skills to find the one who has disappeared into thin air. What happens when the
man you know as your friend and teammate is no longer there? Is this a story of tragedy or a blessing? You decide.
** A Siren Erotic Romance. Bellann Summer is a Siren-exclusive author.
Finding His Redemption Nov 24 2021 A GOODREADS NOVEMBER 2021 MOST ANTICIPATED ROMANCE
“Gritty, hot, sassy and smart.” – Anna Reads Here Blog From award-winning and international best-selling author
Melanie A. Smith comes a standalone steamy contemporary romance about a rock star, a former fan, and the real
meaning of redemption. Kristoffer “West” Westberg is just out of rehab and ready to reclaim his rock-god status.
But when his return to fame is threatened by a former fan turned rock magazine writer — and huge critic of him and
his band — West is forced to reckon with the reality that he’ll need to prove himself before earning his redemption.
Max Marshall is feisty, a little too honest for her own good, and so not here to babysit a fallen rock star. And nobody
has fallen farther in her mind than Kristoffer Westberg. So when she’s forced to catalog his so-called “apology
tour,” she has little hope that it’ll be anything but a headache dealing with the entitled, washed-up rock star she used
to worship before she knew better. If West hopes to have a snowball’s chance in hell of changing Max’s — and his
fans’ — minds, he’s got some serious groveling to do. Will he manage to fake it till he makes it, or will he be
exposed as the lost cause everyone is convinced he is? And will he learn the real meaning of redemption in time to

win Max’s trust and her heart?
Finding His Lone Star Love Jan 15 2021 You have a daughter… Those words from a long-ago fling changed
restaurateur Sam Haynes's life forever. But when he finds his child in Peach Leaf, Texas, Sam gets more than he
bargained for. Headstrong Shiloh and her beautiful aunt, Lucy Monroe, are a package deal—one that Sam is more
than happy to accept. Observatory manager Lucy doesn't believe in out-of-this-world romances. The only star in her
life is her handicapped niece, Shiloh. So, when mysterious Sam shows up in Peach Leaf, Texas, Lucy is on guard.
The last thing she needs is a man in her life. But her heart melts as Sam bonds with Shiloh, making her wonder if the
stars might align for her very own happily-ever-after…
Finding His Grace Everywhere Apr 05 2020 This book is intended for women who have had personal issues
including incest, rape, or questions thereof. Part II is the rest of the story. This is a chronological true listing of their
personal experiences and has a good bit of humor.
Okafor Meets his Match Oct 31 2019 Okafor Meets his Match is a collection of three short stories and two
novellas from Cameroon. Through a range of diverse characters, the stories masterfully depict varied themes in
African social life with regards to identity, marriage, drugs and inheritance. In 'Okafor Meets his Match' Ngong
believes that the pride of his people and nation is at stake and he must defend it. In "Zow and the Village Belle" the
rituals and customs of inheritance and marriage are brought out in the tragedy of Anang, the heir apparent, who
cannot marry his pearl. "The Brief Stop" brings to the fore the gruesome consequences of juvenile drug abuse and in
"The Warder's Assignment" a printer accepts a job from a warder who had been assigned it by a prisoner on death
row. Together the stories in this collection make for an enjoyable read that deftly captures the richness and
complexity of human relationships in social life.
Lonesome George Finds His Friends Nov 12 2020 Lonesome George is thought to be the last of his kind. Follow
Lonesome George as he meets other animals that live on the Galapagos Islands and help Lonesome George find his
friends!
Finding His Wife, Finding a Son Mar 17 2021 Reunited with his ex-wife… …and her secret son! In this Bondi
Bay Heroes story, when doc Luc Braxton is called to a collapsed shopping mall the last person he expects to rescue
from the rubble is his fiercely independent ex-wife, Dr. Beth Carmichael—and Toby, the little boy he never knew
she had. But to keep them in his life, Luc must learn to love Beth the way she needs him to…
Take My Son to Find His Daddy Sep 22 2021 Village Head held a lively celebration at a high-class bar in
Shanghai. This was a place where young masters from famous families frequented.A Girl was sitting on the bar
counter. She was wearing the backside Xiao Hei dress with two black straps crossed over her delicate back. The Vneck Xiao Hei dress wrapped around her exquisite body and her body trembled, revealing her soft little breasts. Her
slender white legs were crossed over the high chair. Her slightly sexy face was pure and delicate. Her full mouth was
tasting red wine. She was a lovely and gentle person.
When the Magnate Meets His Match Dec 02 2019 Re-read this classic romance by New York Times bestselling
author Penny Jordan previously published as Wanting in 1984 As a model, Heather is accustomed to being
objectified. She keeps men at a distance—tempting them and then rejecting them—her need for control a response to
the traumatic experiences of her past. All that changes when she meets Race Williams. He's a master at the game of
enticement and denial, and for the first time Heather knows what it's like to burn for something she can't have…
Until one passion-fueled night leads to ever-lasting consequences!
When I Need God the Most: Finding His Help When Life Gets Tense and Tough Jul 09 2020
Find His Way Home Jul 21 2021 Shakespeare-loving teacher Elliot Dunn has been unhappy living in the big city
for a long time. He yearns for fresh air, visible stars, and stillness, but his relationship with divorce lawyer Mick
Hudson keeps him from moving away. When a dramatic event occurs in Elliot’s class, he’s shaken to his core and
suddenly can’t stay anymore. He leaves his partner of two years behind and returns to the tiny town in the mountains
where he grew up. Living in a rented cabin in the woods, with only an owl for company, Elliot slowly regains his
peace of mind. But being away from Mick is agonizing, and when a ghost from Elliot's past pays him a visit,
everything comes to a head. Elliot is faced with a hard decision. Should he stay on the stress-free mountainside
alone, or return to the hustle of the city and try to make a life with Mick?
Joshy Finds His Voice - A Story About Speech and Silence May 31 2022 Joshy starts school at age four, unable
to express his thoughts or feelings, or even to understand what his teacher is saying. He has Specific Language
Impairment. He sounds more like a two-year-old than a four-year-old. The book tells the story of the relationships
between Joshy, his mother and his speech therapist. All three are changed by the year of their working together.
Joshy's adventure reveals how his silence becomes his greatest strength. The book explores the place of silence and
listening in human relationships, and the treasures that can be found in both speech and silence.
Percival Pig Finds His Manners Oct 04 2022 Poor Percival is having a terrible day. After Farmer Fred tosses him a
red apple, Percival gobbles it down without a grunt of gratitude. There is no question that Percival has lost his
manners. As a now very grumpy Percival climbs out of the mud hole and begins searching for his manners, he
knows he must find them quickly or his mother will not allow him to attend Timothy Turtles birthday party that

afternoon. After Percival checks under the slop bucket, in the trough, and under a stone without any luck, friendly
farm animals help with his search. Now only time will tell if Percival and his friends will be able to find his missing
manners before Timothy Turtles party begins! In this delightful and colorful picture book, a grumpy but lovable pig
who misplaces his manners learns about the importance of respect and kindness for others with assistance from his
beloved barnyard buddies. All of us, child or not, can relate to Percivals grumpy morning attitude and learn with him
that we have within ourselves the power to change those negative feelings and behaviors. Carol Parent, elementary
educator, administrator, and learning specialist
Striker Mikey Meets His Match Mar 05 2020 Ten year old Mikey Jackson, star striker for Barrett Raiders FC, is
counting the days until the Junior Cup final. But with just one week to go until the match, his world is turned upside
down by the arrival of the team’s new player, May. Can the two of them find a way to play together in time for kickoff? And will Mikey finally fulfill his dreams of lifting the trophy?
The Tycoon Meets His Match Sep 30 2019 She ran away with the Groom… Too bad she wasn't the Bride! No one
was more shocked than Trae Andrelini when her best friend left wealthy Rhys Paxton standing at the altar on his
wedding day. Trae was determined to find out what really went wrong—so she joined forces with stick-in-the-mud
Rhys to find the runaway bride. As she and Rhys raced across the country, Trae was surprised to learn that the man
she once found boring was anything but…. And jilted Rhys was equally stunned that Trae's infuriating, tempestuous,
spontaneous zest for life was tempting his own heart!
Julio: a Brooklyn Boy Plays Detective to Find His Missing Father Oct 12 2020 A Brooklyn Boy Plays Detective
to Find His Missing Father, writer and editor Robert Eidelberg has added thought-provoking questions throughout
the pages of John Carters original story (theyre set off to the side here and there); these questions are intended to
prompt you, the reader, to engage in some detecting, some reflecting, and even some expecting during the novels
development of character, plot, and point of view. These provocative questions all appear under WERE YOU
WONDERING? headings because they are just the sort of questions that good readers generally wonder about when
they read mysteries (actually, when they read all kinds of stories). Good readers look closely (detect) in order to
know; they think more fully (reflect) about what theyve noticed in order to understand what it most likely means;
and they predict (mindfully expect) by using the details of a story and their own experiences and knowledge to guess
at what will probably happen next.
Davy Meets His Goliath Jan 03 2020 Davy Meets His Goliath brings light to a very dark, age-old human behavior
that is clearly escalating in our modern culture. Bullying in all forms has reached epidemic proportions in our society
and now is affecting even our youngest children, often with tragic consequences. This book, through a loving and
forgiving story, seeks to gently teach our children ways to resolve conflict and foster understanding. When family
and community unite and resolve our differences, we can then live as God intended. As our Heavenly Father loves
and forgives us, we need to learn to love and forgive others.
Finding His Footprints in the Sand Feb 25 2022 “Offers hope to anyone that struggles with being ‘good enough’
for God” (Julie Zine Coleman, author of Unexpected Love). Perhaps you’ve experienced a defining moment, one
that explains who you are today. God had a defining moment. His Son died on the cross for our sins, changing
history and his relationship with mankind. Still, His forgiveness, love, and sacrifice are concepts unfamiliar to much
of the world. Ignorant of such grace, society bombards us with the daily temptation to measure up or perform. When
we fail to achieve the desired results, we struggle to feel God’s grace. This is especially true when life hits us hard
through tragedy, unfortunate events, and prolonged suffering—we question; we wonder; we misunderstand His
amazing grace. This can cause us to battle shame, self-doubt, and bitterness. When dark times come, are you able to
find strength in God’s grace? Do you defeat insecurity, lack of self-worth, and guilt through your view of grace?
Have you seen your Lord’s footprints in the sand when you look back at the most difficult times in your life? Do
your struggles and disappointments bring you to a deeper understanding of His grace? In this book, Erica S. Kim
starts with a defining moment in her personal life—the tragic death of her mother—to describe her journey to
rediscover God’s grace. Through poignant true-life stories and teachings about women in the Bible, you will be led
from the book of Genesis to the cross to see without a doubt how God has carried each one of us in His arms through
every dark and hopeless moment, to help you to experience fulfillment and spiritual growth.
The Saint Meets His Match Aug 29 2019 Simon Templar is the Saint - daring, dazzling, and just a little
disreputable. On the side of the law, but standing outside it, he dispenses his own brand of justice one criminal at a
time. Simon Templar finds himself on the side of the righteous for once when he agrees to work with the police.
They're after the gang known as the Angels of Doom, who specialise in abetting convicted criminals escape. But
Templar finds a kindred spirit in Jill Trelawney, the mastermind behind the gang, and Scotland Yard soon learn that
you can't hire a Saint and hope to have things all your own way...
Finding His Family Jun 19 2021 Can he be the man she needs him to be? Now that he’s found them, he can’t let
them go. The last person Abe Armstrong thought would walk through the door of his gym is Rosemary Williams,
the woman he secretly married as a teen. Even more surprising is the little girl at her side—his daughter. It’s been
four years since Abe and Rosemary broke each other’s hearts…and he hopes this time will be different. But first

Abe must prove he’s father and husband material. From Love Inspired: Uplifting stories of faith, forgiveness and
hope.
Finding His Child Mar 29 2022 It had been six long months since his beautiful daughter had disappeared. When
another girl was kidnapped in the Washington State woods, Detective Aaron Donovan was convinced the two crimes
were related. After joining the search-and-rescue team, Aaron was forced to work with top-notch tracker Sabrina
Adelante…and try to ignore the attraction they'd shared before his world had been shattered. Offering up his military
sniper skills, the group soon uncovered some helpful clues. But then Sabrina nearly became a madman's next victim,
and Aaron wondered how he could possibly get close to another woman he cared about when he might just lose her.
Then again, how could he afford not to?
The Man Finding His Life May 07 2020 Sabyasachi Dhala in his book - A Man Finding his Life has tried to
portray a man's search for peaceful death. Aanav feels his life is a total filure and he has no right to live. That is why
he asks God to give him death. He has 24 hours to go back to God. Will Aanav go back to God the way he has been
wishing for or would he able to find a purpose back again to live a meaningful life. Is asking for death justified?.
These are a few questions which the author has tried to answer in this book. Let's find out.
Finding His Princess Aug 22 2021 I don’t even know her name, but I swear I’ll find her and claim her as mine. Ten
seconds. That’s how long it took for me to decide that this early-morning diner waitress was going to be the next
lucky girl to hop onto my princely d*ck. Yeah, I was hungover as f*ck and still wearing last night’s tuxedo, but
that’s never exactly been a problem. Most of the time I don’t even have to ask. His Royal Hardness has a reputation
that precedes the rest of me, though not by much - and girls from all over the kingdom are just dying for a ride. Not
her. This girl runs away, and I’m left standing there like an *sshole. Now all I’ve got is the memory of her perfect
body, luscious lips, and devious smile - but not her name. To make matters worse, my father is insisting that I settle
down and stop embarrassing him, so he issues an ultimatum: find a wife... or else. I know exactly who I want. But
first I have to find her. Finding His Princess is a very steamy, cheesy, and over-the-top Cinderella story that’ll melt
your kindle and your heart!
Finding His Two Bears May 19 2021 After his brother was savagely beaten by their father, Jamie McCreary knows
they can’t go back home. He, Colton, and Penn disappear one night, planning to eventually come back for his
brothers. Life outside the bear world isn’t as easy as it looks, and it takes twelve years for the trio to finally find their
way home. On their way, they’re attacked while crossing through the reservation. Luckily, new Bear Mountain
deputy Will Collins stumbles across the males and rushes them to the clinic—all while trying to ignore the deepseated and confusing lust he feels for the eldest of the three. Dr. Logan Sinclair doesn’t believe in brother bears or
mates… but his beliefs are about to be tested when Jamie and Will run into his clinic. Can he let go of the past and
embrace a new future before the alpha exiles three more McCrearys?
Blind Prince Meets His Pretty Princess Jul 29 2019 Before losing his memories, he wanted to kill him because this
was his mission. After the disappointment, love has been born for a long time, deep in love.He remembered the past,
but he could not choose to stay or to stay ..."In the face of a foster father, one has feelings and loyalty. In the face of
a lover, one has love and one has obsession."How do you choose between the two?To love but not be able to, yet not
be able to let go ...
The Return of the Wanderer; A ManÕs Journey to Find His Soul Sep 10 2020 At some point in our life we will feel
a void deep within us, as though something were missing that prevents us from being whole. Setting out, we go on a
search to find that missing piece that would once again make us complete. This is our journey and it takes a life time
to find what we are looking for. We long for it even though we are not sure what it is that we long for. It is always
there deep within our heart. It calls to us to find it. It beckons us forward when we tire, for it knows that we are only
exiles in this world and we cannot rest until we find it.
Finding His Story in History Aug 10 2020 What happened today in history, and exactly what does it have to do
with God’s story and scripture? Each day is an opportunity to experience God, but how often do we think about
mundane historical events being connected to God? How can we reveal His fingerprints in these events, leading to a
greater appreciation for history, which is really His story? With a foreword by Pastor Steven Brumbeloe, you are
invited to join this quirky and fun daily journey through time encouraging you to view historical events and scripture
in a brand new way. It serves up a daily reminder to expect the unexpected, awakening readers to the world around
them and how God can be found anywhere and everywhere throughout history!
Danny Finds His Special Gift Aug 02 2022 What's a dog to do when he's just one of the pack? Danny is a pound
puppy who wants to be special enough to find a forever home. He searches high and low for his special purpose,
running far, far away from the safety of his foster home and encountering animal friends of all shapes and sizes. But
a forever home might be a lot closer than Danny thinks. Join author Barbara Falkenrath and discover what happens
when Danny Finds His Special Gift.
Finding His Love Jan 27 2022 I fell in love. She ghosted me. I’m not going away, though. When I got sent to New
York for spring break, I wasn’t thrilled. I know. Oh poor me. Thing is, I had other plans. Then I met Willa and
everything I thought I knew about my life changed. My entire purpose for living became her. But she

disappeared—though not before telling me she had someone back home and this was a fling. I saw red. She’s mine
and that’s that! Only… My parents have debutantes waiting in the wings for me. A family like mine? You marry for
power, not for love. I have until graduation to come to terms with “the plan.” Then I find Willa and everything
changes again. I won’t be falling in line. I’ve already fallen for Willa. And that guy she had back home? He doesn’t
exist. She just doesn’t believe long-distance relationships can ever work. How can I convince her we will survive,
and we won’t ever be apart for long? Any way I can. CHALLENGE ACCEPTED.
Finding His Way Home Apr 29 2022 Repairing His Heart Prodigal son Scott Barrett is back home in Barrett's
Millwith plans to atone for his past mistakes and restore his future. But the quiet Virginia village feels like a
different place since his return. The old cottage and chapel are crying out for repairmuch like Scott himself. Luckily,
sensitive artist Jenna Reed offers to help. Jenna sees Scott without judgmentthough she reveals little about her own
troubled past. As they work together to renovate the chapel, Scott begins to earn her trust, and soon he's envisioning
life with the beautiful Jenna. Can the love of a good woman finally make him whole? Barrett's Mill: In the heart of
the Blue Ridge Mountains, a family legacy leads to love
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